
 

 
 

Meet the teacher/class team 

 

During the week beginning 27th June, parents will be invited to 

meet their child's class teacher for September.  At this moment in 

time the Deputy is currently arranging the timetable for this event.  

 

The Awards event will take place on the 6th of July in the morning.  

 

If your child has made remarkable progress working towards their 

EHCP outcomes, they may be chosen by the class team to receive 

the learner of the year award.  

 

If your child is chosen, you will be invited to attend the awards 

event. All learners within School will be encouraged to wear their 

preferred clothing (preferably their party clothes) and staff 

members will wear smart dress.  We are really looking forward to 

this event. 

 

During the event a panel of judges will also choose from a range of 

nominations a staff member/class team to receive the Goddard 

award.  The identified class or staff member will demonstrate their 

innovative ways of being musical bringing elements of 

song and dance with laughter together at the end of each 

academic year.  This award is in memory of the teacher who 

adored music who unfortunately passed away in 2021. We would 

also like to present an award to an individual learner on an annual 

basis who gets giddy with giggles when staff members act silly! It 

will be known as the Giggles award. This award is in memory of 

the learners who have passed away from December 2020 to 

November 2021.  

 

Have a lovely weekend 

 

Take care 

Melody 

Head Teachers'                  

Message: 

 

 

Butterflies - Sumaiya 

Wallabies - Aariz 

Ducklings - Ibrahim 

Zebras -  Daniel 

Rhinos - The whole class 

Elephants - Derley 

Meerkats - Tayyab 

Monkeys - Mahmood 

Penguins - Blake 

Dinosaurs - Nathan 

Giraffes - Zain & Naseer 

Tigers -  Korie 

Certificates have been sent home via email to  
celebrate  with your child. 
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Experiential: Maheen 

 

Exploratory: Danny, Arash & Noyon 

 

Investigative: Rita & Blake 
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Experiential Phase   

What a wonderfully musical and sunny week we have had! 

We have continued to enjoy our sessions with Jessie's 

Fund, experiencing lots of  different instruments being 

played by very talented musicians, Hannah and Helen. 

We have been making the most of  the sunny weather playing and 

learning outdoors, Butterflies class have had lots of  fun on our 

adapted bike! 

Exploratory Phase  

What a super sunny week in Exploratory phase. The sunshine has come 

out to play to allow learners to continue to engage in their Great 

Outdoors learning outside of the classroom as much as they can! Lots of 

our learners are really motivated by sand and water play and this is really 

promoting learners' communication and social skills. We are observing 

lots of great requesting, parallel playing, turn-taking and above all, fun!!  

If your child loves to splash and get messy during these activities, please 

send in spare clothes clearly labelled with your child's name. Thank you 

for your continued support.  

Fingers crossed the sunshine stays for the weekend so we can 

continue to enjoy and relax. 

Investigative Phase   

This week learners in the Investigative phase have had a super busy week of 

fun in the sun.  Dinosaurs have been keeping cool with lots of waterplay linked 

to their focus text 'The rainbow fish'.  Penguins class have been enjoying the 

outdoor weather on their bear hunt, as well as learning about healthy and 

unhealthy foods.  Giraffes have been making some delicious hummus in cooking 

and writing their own non-fiction texts. Finally Tigers have been making 

delicious smoothies, monitoring their sunflowers (some of which have now grown 

into seedlings) and enjoying their usual learning outside the classroom activities 

of swimming, library and park visits. 

Have a lovely weekend 

The Investigative Team 



Rights Respecting School News  

This week is ‘National Healthy Eating Week’ and we have 

been embracing all things tasty and healthy at Springside. 

Learners in our school get to try different healthy daily snacks and lunch 

options as part of our functional and personalised curriculum and in 

support of their right to be healthy (article 24). Staff in our school also 

work hard to support learners with getting children to try a range of foods 

to increase the variation in our learner’s diets. Below are some images of 

some of the exciting healthy eating/ cooking sessions our learners have 

been taking part in this week including; baking some delicious herby 

home-made bread and blitzing up some delicious fruit smoothies.  

Have a lovely weekend! 
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